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Thank you, CHM, for being great before we needed 
you and doubly great when we did need you. This is 
an impressive health cost sharing ministry that we 
love and highly recommend to others.

-Michelle Brown

Want to see more testimonies? 
Use the QR code or visit our video 

resources page (chministries.org/
video-resources/maternity-
testimonies) to watch the ways 

God uses CHM members to help 
families in need. 

Vivian is now 10 months old, and all 
our medical bills have been shared. I’m so 
thankful for the kind and thoughtful staff 
who encouraged me as I submitted bills and 
navigated pregnancy complications. I love 
being a part of the CHM family!

-Anna Johnson

CHM goes the extra mile to help members. 
I also love the flexibility I have to choose my 
own healthcare provider. I have called CHM 
for various reasons and have always been 
met with a friendly voice on the other end of 
the line—that makes all the difference.

-Tina Keplinger

CHM is an amazing program.  
I thought there would be many hoops 
to jump through because of the birth 
complications, but that wasn’t the case. 
It was a great relief not to experience 
the added stress of financial worries 
during an already difficult and stressful 
time. Thank you, CHM, for helping 
an expectant mother with some very 
unexpected costs.

-Shelley Ames
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Understanding how CHM shares 
maternity bills will give you confidence 

during this happy time.

This guide outlines how CHM’s maternity program works for 
women who join CHM’s Gold program at least 300 days before 

their doctor’s estimate of due date. It describes what types 
of bills are eligible for CHM Gold sharing and contains details 
about various healthcare provider billing scenarios (OB/GYN, 

hospital, and birthing center, and home births).

Important note: Please be sure to review CHM’s maternity 
Guideline (chministries.org/guidelines) regarding sharing 

eligibility because all medical bills are shared in accordance 
with the CHM Guidelines.

Having a baby is a joyful time.
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As we planned for the birth of our 
third son, the ministry staff showed 
extreme kindness and felt like an 
extension of our family. As a self-
employed eye doctor, my experience 
with the bill sharing process has 
proven that CHM is a win-win for both 
the patient and healthcare providers.

-Dr. Mandy 
Mataya-Pietig
Iowa

What will you find here?
• Eligiblity information
• Details about various providers 

and billing scenarios
• Prepayment agreement tips

• Frequently asked questions
• CHM maternity Guidelines
• Helpful resources for pregnancy, 

delivery, and beyond 

Who is CHM’s Gold maternity sharing for?
Women who wish to become pregnant or wish to become pregnant and:

 n Desire a Christian community to provide spiritual and financial support during their 
pregnancy and beyond

 n Want a budget-friendly model of health cost support known for integrity and 
longevity

Important note: For a pregnancy to be eligible for sharing, the mother must have joined 
the Gold program at least 300 days before their doctor’s estimate of due date. This generally 
means that members must wait at least 30 days—one month—after joining the ministry or 
moving to the Gold level before becoming pregnant.
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Maternity bill eligibility under CHM Guidelines
According to the CHM Guidelines, for Gold members CHM shares qualifying medical bills for 
prenatal care, delivery (including cesarean and multiple births), home births, midwives, 
postnatal care up to six weeks, and any complications that arise for mother and baby. 

Prenatal

CHM shares: Routine office visits, lab tests, maternity-related prescriptions and immunizations, 
and up to three medically necessary ultrasounds.

Delivery

CHM shares: OB/GYN labor and delivery, hospital labor and 
delivery, anesthesiologist (if applicable), legally-practicing 
midwives, birthing center, and complications that arise for 
mother and baby. 

Note: CHM shares for either a midwife or an OB/GYN, not both. 
(For an exception, see CHM’s maternity Guideline.) We cannot 
share expenses from more than one midwife.

Circumcision is included in the maternity need.

Postnatal

CHM shares: Mother’s six-week postpartum check-up and corresponding Pap test, well check-ups 
for the baby up to six weeks, one lactation consultation (if medically necessary; an itemized charge 
must appear on your bill or you must submit a note from your healthcare provider.)

For a list of ineligible maternity expenses, please refer to CHM’s maternity Guideline.

Your first appointment
At your first prenatal visit, inform your healthcare provider that you are a self-pay patient and ask 
that they bill you directly. Then, request an estimate from the clinic, hospital, or doctor on the provider’s 
letterhead. 

OB/GYN fees
Your OB/GYN may provide you with an 
estimate—also known as a “global 
fee.” The estimate usually includes: 

You will need to obtain itemized bills for any medical services performed outside of the global fee—
you can work with your provider to set up a payment plan for these charges. Please submit your 
estimate and/or itemized bills to CHM as soon as possible. CHM has staff dedicated to assist 
you with any questions you may have about medical bill submission. 

Important note:  
Though this guide contains 

extensive maternity information, 
additional maternity Guidelines 
may apply to your circumstances.  
Use the QR code to learn more or 

visit chministries.org/guidelines. 

OB/GYN 
appointments Blood work* OB/GYN labor and 

delivery charges
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As soon as possible, upload the following into your CHM Member Portal account (portal.
chministries.org): 

• Maternity Verification Form
• Medical Release Information Form (HIPAA-compliant)
• the estimate
• any itemized bills incurred so far

(The forms you need can be found at chministries.org/maternity-
sharing.)

*If ultrasounds and lab tests are not included in the estimate, you may 
have to pay individually for each service as it is rendered. We suggest 
paying for the service and immediately uploading an itemized bill into 
your CHM Member Portal account (portal.chministries.org). Be sure 
to check the box that says, “This is an add-on itemized bill.”

Note: If your OB/GYN will not provide you with an estimate and will 
instead bill you per visit, you’ll need to submit an itemized bill to CHM for 
each service.

 Hospital fees
Submit a hospital prepay agreement or hospital estimate as soon as possible (CHM is unable to 
prepay based upon estimates, but your estimate serves as a placeholder and expedites the sharing 
process for final itemized bills). 

This prepayment agreement must include:

• The patient’s name
• Provider or place of service
• CPT codes or descriptions of services
• The total charge of each service

• Length of your hospital stay
• If newborn charges are included
• Due date of the prepayment agreement

 » For any charges not included in your prepayment agreement, make sure to submit the itemized bill 
as an “add-on” as soon as you receive it. 

If your hospital does not offer a prepayment agreement, you may submit an estimate. However, CHM 
can’t share for the estimate until we receive the final itemized bills. 

The Member Portal(portal.chministries.org) is the quickest and most secure way to submit your 
medical bills and supporting documentation. If you haven’t yet filled out the Maternity Verification 
Form, you’ll need to do so at this time. If you’ve already filled out the forms for this pregnancy, there’s 
no need to complete them a second time. Just submit the prepayment agreement or estimate as a 
“maternity add-on” bill.

Anesthesiology charges are eligible for sharing, but CHM cannot share these expenses prior to 
the birth. You’ll need to pay these charges out-of-pocket if your provider requires payment before 
delivery. You can upload the estimated bill into the CHM Member Portal prior to delivery, then submit 

the actual bill after the birth. Following this suggestion will significantly shorten sharing time.

HELPFUL TIP

Members are encouraged 
to cut costs by shopping 
around for ultrasounds 
and bloodwork 
at independent 
radiology offices and 
laboratories. Find 
CHM-friendly providers 
at chministries.org/
resources/chm-
friendly-providers.
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Note: You may receive additional medical bills for your baby’s after-delivery hospital care, such as lab 
work, hearing tests, pediatrician visits, etc. You can submit the itemized bills as “maternity add-on” bills.

Birthing center or home birth
If you aren’t birthing at a hospital, you’ll need to submit an estimate from the provider overseeing 
your care. This estimate should include prenatal care, delivery of the baby, and postpartum and 
postnatal expenses up to six weeks following the birth. If there are any additional charges not 
included in the estimate, you’ll submit these to CHM as “maternity add-on” bills.

Once you receive the estimate, immediately upload it into your CHM Member Portal account  
(portal.chministries.org). 

Sharing process and payment of bills
Once CHM receives all of the necessary paperwork and invoices, we’ll review the bills to make 
sure they’re properly itemized and eligible according to the Guidelines. Once CHM issues your 
reimbursement check, you’re responsible to promptly pay your healthcare provider. 

Documents required for sharing include:
• Your prepayment agreement(s)
• Medical Information Release 

Form (HIPAA-compliant) 

• Maternity Verification Form
• Itemized bills for services not listed 

your prepayment agreement(s)

Please note: You don’t need to submit a Medical Bill Worksheet. If you have discounts, you can 
mark them on the applicable itemized bill or call CHM staff. If there is a time limit on your discount, 
immediately notify the CHM staff (1-800-791-6225).

Make sure to keep your own records of bills you’ve submitted (a free sample record that you can 
modify is available at chministries.org/resources/forms-documents/). 

Scan this code or visit our website (chministries.org/how-it-works/my-medical-needs/maternity) 
to find more resources on CHM’s maternity page to help you along your journey. 

Step 2:
Submit your Maternity 

Verification Form and Medical 
Information Release Form, 
along with required bills.

Step 4:
Eligible bills will be shared 

and a reimbursement check 
will be mailed to you.

Step 3:
CHM staff will review your 

medical bills and process them 
according to the Guidelines.

Step 1:
During your first visit, 
ask for your provider’s 

global fee.
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What is an itemized bill?

An itemized bill contains detailed descriptions of 
services rendered. To enable CHM to process your 
medical expenses, you will need to submit bills that 
include five specific details (see illustration). 

 » Please note: An itemized bill and prepayment 
agreement are not the same. Some additional 
information is required for a prepayment 
agreement.

CHM staff are available to help you work with 
providers and to negotiate discounts. If you have 
difficulty obtaining a discount or receiving the 
appropriate documentation for your maternity 
care, please notify the CHM staff at your earliest 
convenience by calling 1-800-791-6225.

What is a prepayment agreement?

A prepayment agreement shows estimated charges for a future service.

Without all the required information on your prepayment agreement, your medical bill sharing will 
be delayed. If you need assistance obtaining a prepayment agrement, please contact the CHM staff 
at 1-800-791-6225.

THE ELEMENTS OF AN 
ITEMIZED BILL

PATIENT NAME

DATE(S) OF SERVICE

PROVIDER OF PLACE
OF SERVICE

PROCEDURAL (CPT) CODES 
OR DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

TOTAL CHARGE OF 
EACH SERVICE

PROVIDER OR PLACE
OF SERVICE
PROCEDURAL (CPT) CODES 
OR DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE
TOTAL CHARGE OF 
EACH SERVICE

DATE PREPAYMENT IS DUE

PATIENT NAME

LENGTH OF HOSPITAL STAY

PREPAYMENT 
AGREEMENT

Please note on your hospital’s 
prepayment agreement whether 
your baby’s charges are included. 

Please note: In certain situations, 
documents in addition to your 
prepayment agreement may be 
required. Sharing may be delayed 
until CHM receives the requested 
documentation.
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Frequently Asked Questions

How do I know CHM will take care of me and my family?

Since 1981, CHM has shared 100 percent of eligible medical bills in accordance with the CHM 
Guidelines, a fact proven by independent financial audits and our Better Business Bureau 
Accreditation. Across that time, we’ve shared over $6 billion in healthcare costs and supported 
hundreds of thousands of members across the United States both financially and spiritually. 
Hundreds of these members tell their stories online at chministries.org/testimonials.

How does CHM spiritually support members?

We believe supporting each other spiritually is as important as the financial support members receive. 

Through the Prayers Unceasing program included in your Monthly Gift Form, members have the 
opportunity to reach out to each other through prayer, cards, and notes of encouragement. By 
visiting us every Wednesday on social media, you can join with members across the country in 
praying for one another.

CHM staff also pray daily for members, especially those who have submitted prayer requests by 
mail, email, or phone. Staff members are dedicated prayer warriors available to pray with you over 
the phone at your request.

Is genetic testing eligible for sharing?

Genetic testing may be eligible for sharing if:
• The testing is required to determine treatment for a current medical condition, and
• The testing is non-invasive (blood work, ultrasounds, etc.).

CHM cannot share bills for invasive genetic testing such as amniocentesis or other procedures.

Are medical bills for congenital conditions eligible for sharing?

For members whose birth was shared through CHM’s maternity program, CHM shares up to 
$125,000 for medical bills related to their congenital condition as long as the following conditions 
are met:

a. For a dependent child, the child’s mother must be a CHM Gold member with an account in 
good standing and must remain a Gold member until $125,000 is shared.

b. The individual who incurred the bills has continuously been a CHM Gold member (no 
interruptions in membership) since birth or adoption.

For more information, please reference the CHM Guidelines (chministries.org/guidelines).
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CHM Maternity Guidelines

A. Maternity (Gold level only)
CHM members love to share in the blessings of new life. The ministry’s Gold maternity program 
includes many services and shares 100 percent of eligible maternity expenses.

Maternity sharing offers members with qualifying pregnancies a maximum of $125,000 
per pregnancy. With the addition of Brother’s Keeper prior to becoming pregnant, the per-
pregnancy amount of assistance is unlimited. Please see chministries.org/guidelines for more 
information about Brother’s Keeper participation.

If a member joins CHM while she is pregnant, bills for that pregnancy, or any related complications 
thereof, cannot be shared through any of CHM’s programs or through the Prayer Page.

1. Qualifying for maternity sharing
To qualify for maternity sharing, CHM members must meet the following criteria:
a. The member must be married at the time of conception.
b. The member must participate at Gold level at least 300 days prior to the expected due date. 

This generally means that members must wait at least 30 days—or one month—after 
joining the ministry or participating on the Gold program before becoming pregnant.

The entire maternity incident is ineligible for sharing if the member does not meet the 
preceding qualifications. This applies to new members as well as members switching to Gold 
from a lower participation level.

What if my maternity expenses total more than $125,000?

Brother’s Keeper is your safeguard against catastrophic illness or injury. Brother’s Keeper is a 
budget-friendly, biblically-based program enabling CHM members to meet medical bills that 
exceed the $125,000 limit per illness specified in the CHM Guidelines.

For Gold level members, signing up for Brother’s Keeper 
provides unlimited cost support per eligible pregnancy.

Please note: Members must be enrolled in Brother’s Keeper 
prior to experiencing any signs, symptoms, testing, or 
treatment for sharing of bills over $125,000. Congenital 
conditions and birth defects are not eligible for Brother’s 
Keeper sharing.

If you are already a CHM member and want to join 
Brother’s Keeper, please call our Member Services 
department at 1-800-791-6225.

Want to read more 
testimonies? 

Use the QR code or visit our 
testimonials page to read the 
ways God uses CHM members 

to help families in need.
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Christian Healthcare Ministries has given us the 
flexibility to achieve our career goals, one of which 

is the movie, Run the Race. While the film was in 
post-production, we learned we were expecting 
our first child. We praise God that there were no 

complications and that CHM shared over $24,500 
for his birth! Christian Healthcare Ministries has 

been a huge blessing to our family both personally 
and professionally.

-Charity McEntire
Texas

2. Eligible maternity expenses
CHM will share medical bills for:
a. Obstetricians or legally practicing midwives—CHM shares bills from either

i. one obstetrician, -or-
ii.  one midwife (including one assistant, if necessary).

b. Prenatal visits.
c.  Ultrasounds—up to three, provided they’re medically necessary. More than three will be 

evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and medical records may be required.
d. Immunizations related to the mother’s prenatal care.
e.  Labor and delivery facility charges—includes hospital facilities, birthing centers, and 

home births.
f. Complications for mother and baby.
g.  Postnatal care—up to six weeks.
h. Circumcision within 90 days of birth.
i. Tongue-tie within 90 days of birth.

Note: If a maternity incident is determined ineligible for sharing, then any services listed or 
complications related to the pregnancy are also ineligible.

3. Medical records or healthcare provider notes are required for the following 
services:
a.  Genetic testing—must be non-invasive and required to determine treatment for a current 

medical condition
b.  One lactation consultant visit if medically necessary—an itemized charge must appear on 

the bill or the member must submit a note from the healthcare provider
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4. Ineligible maternity expenses
a. Pregnancies for unwed mothers
b. Contraceptives or birth control expenses
c. Doula services
d. Breast pumps
e. Fertility procedures or treatments
f. Gestation or surrogate maternity procedures
g. In vitro fertilization (IVF) and maternity expenses or complications resulting from IVF
h. Sperm donation and pregnancy as a result of sperm donation
i. Embryo implants, transfers, or adoptions and maternity expenses or complications 

resulting from such procedures
j. Tubal ligations, vasectomies, or reversal procedures
k. Invasive genetic testing such as amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling
l. Travel expenses for members, midwives, etc.

5. Maternity submission process
a.  Obtain and submit a global fee from your OB/GYN as soon as possible. It must include the 

following information: provider name, description of service or CPT codes, charge amount, 
and payment due date.

b.  Submit a completed, signed, and dated Maternity Verification Form and Medical Release 
Information Form (HIPAA compliant) with your initial medical bills.

c. Submit the prepayment agreement or flat rate from the hospital, if provided. It must have 
all of the information listed in point a, and specify the length of the hospital stay and 
whether the newborn charges are included.

d. Request itemized bills for any additional charges not included in the original 
agreement(s)—such as labs or ultrasounds—or when an agreement is not available.

6. Change of provider
Members who change providers prior to delivery must submit a final itemized bill from the 
original provider and an itemized bill for the new provider. If funds have already been shared, 
the member must return any over-shared amounts or CHM will pro-rate sharing for the new 
provider accordingly.

My husband and I are thrilled with our  
experience as CHM members. We don’t have to worry about 
paying large out-of-pocket costs before receiving assistance. 
CHM made our lives so much easier during a very stressful time. 
We have truly felt ministered to through this family of caring, 
God-honoring Christians.

-Celisa and Erik Smith
Nevada
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7. Switching sharing levels
If the pregnant member changes from Gold to Silver or Bronze at any time before CHM shares 
the maternity bills, the maternity incident will no longer be eligible, and any outstanding 
bills cannot be shared. The membership must be current with all monthly financial gifts 
throughout the time maternity bills are being processed for sharing.

Note: If you intend to change your sharing level, number of units, discontinue  
your participation, or change the status of your membership in any way, please  
allow 30 days for the change(s) to take effect.

8. Babies as CHM members
For babies who are born to mothers who are eligible for CHM’s Gold maternity program, the 
following will apply:
a. Medical bills for the baby incurred in the first three months after birth may be considered 

for sharing under the mother’s membership unit. Exception: Babies with a congenital 
birth defect must transition immediately from their mother’s membership unit to their 
own unit. Please see chministries.org/guidelines for sharing information about 
congenital birth defects.

b. The new baby must be added to the mother’s membership for continued sharing eligibility. 
Please contact Member Services at 800-791-6225 within the first three months after 
delivery with the following information:

1) baby’s full name
2) date of birth
3) Social Security number
4) baby’s participation level (Please indicate whether the baby will participate in the 

Brother’s Keeper program).
c. If the new baby is the first child on a membership, the unit number will increase by one 

and the monthly financial gift also will increase. The financial gift amount will not increase 
if the membership already includes a child unit.

d. Members who wish to remove the baby from their membership must contact the CHM 
Member Services department. 

Scan the QR code 
to download the 

prayer on the next 
page to keep as a 
reminder to pray 
for your family. 11
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Have I...
 ` Asked CHM any questions I have?

 ` Made my first OB/GYN appointment?

 ` Asked for a prepayment agreement (global fee) from my OB/GYN or midwife?

 ` Created a birthing plan?

 ` Asked for a prepayment agreement from my hospital or birthing center?

 ` Submitted my prepayment agreements to CHM?

 ` Submitted any add-on bills to CHM?

 ` Promptly paid my providers with reimbursement funds?

 ` Added my baby to my CHM membership?

Notes
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Heavenly Father,

Be with us as a family that 
we may always have a great 
love for You.

Protect us as our family 
grows, and lead us in the way 
you would have us to go. 

Give us unity, peace, and love 
for each other. 

May this family always be a 
bright and shining light 
for You. 

In Jesus’ Name, Amen.
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